
Artist Ginger Thomas & Her Signature LUKAS Cryl Studio Acrylic Sets 

 
 

About Ginger Thomas 
Ginger Thomas’ passion for art began at a young age, but it was not until 
2014 that she began her career as a self-taught artist. She grew up in 
Summit, Mississippi and spent most of her adult life in Birmingham, AL. In 
2011, she returned to Mississippi and began painting in 2014. She quickly 
realized there was an obvious freedom and personal expression with 
abstraction and she was deeply interested in the effects of color, texture 
and the emotional response to strong composition and design. By creating 
something that told a story without an observational subject matter was 
very exciting to her. Ginger’s work is a bold mix of styles, ranging from 
modern to rustic. Her goal is to have the elements of design, color and 
texture unleash a sense of emotion for the viewer. 
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Art to calm your mind and soothe the soul! 
As an artist, I find the act of painting to be euphoric. I have a passion for color, texture, movement and design that are conveyed in my paintings. My 
inspiration is pulled from my surroundings, experiences and my imagination. I began by creating abstract shapes on the canvas with a texture medium, from 
there the painting evolves into compositions in which color and texture are the primary subject. The image is not the focus, but rather a part of the process. 
My goal is to have the elements of design, color and texture to unleash a sense of emotion for the viewer. My art is about the process of discovery, my 
personal feelings, colors that inspire me and the techniques that I use – it is a piece of who I am. 



Living WATERS by Ginger Thomas 

 

 

 

 

 



River Runs Deep by Ginger Thomas Luminosa 30x48 by Ginger Thomas 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

CRYL Studio Acrylics 
High Quality, Medium-

Viscosity Acrylics, Water-
Mixable, Fast Drying! 

Perfect consistency and excellent color 
saturation, the medium viscosity of the acrylic 

resin binder is excellent for painting 
techniques from wet-on-wet washes through 

to light structure without the use of a 
medium. The paint dries to an elastic, non-

shrinking or cracking film and can be used on 
surfaces from paper and canvas to board and 

plastics. Water-mixable and fast-drying, 
Studio Acrylics can be cleaned up easily with 

soap and water before they dry. 

Perfect for both the beginning acrylic artist as 
well as the large-scale professional looking for 

quality paint at a low price! 
Paint film wont shrink, crack or wrinkle when 

drying! 

 
 



 
 

Artist Ginger Thomas 
Signature LUKAS Cryl 

Studio Acrylic Sets 

These specially curated 
sets for sale for your 
painting pleasure are 
handpicked by Ginger 

Thomas and used in the 
paintings. 

 

 

 

To Learn More About Ginger Thomas’ Signature Sets and/or to 
Purchase any of her signature sets visit 

www.JerrysArtarama.com and Search: Ginger Thomas 

“You Can’t Beat The Beautiful Color Choices!” 

 



Professional High Quality, Medium-Viscosity Acrylics. Water-Mixable, 
Fast Drying! Paint film wont shrink, crack or wrinkle when drying 

 

 

 

Ginger Thomas Set of 10 LUKAS CRYL Studio 
Acrylics 125ml: 
 
 
1 of each color in LUKAS CRYL Studio 125ml tube: 
Titanium White, Beige, Prussian Blue, Phthalo Blue, 
Turquoise, Yellow Ochre, Iron Oxide Black, Metalic 
Gold, and Artic. Steel Blue comes in a 250ml bottle 

 

“You Can’t Beat The Beautiful Color Choices!” 

“One of the many things I love most about the LUKAS CRYL 
Studio Acrylics is the pigmentation offering beautiful, vibrant 

color and excellent coverage. These paints are very creamy and 
work so well when blending colors on the canvas. I normally 
paint with my hands and find these work best for me when 

blending my colors together. You can’t beat the beautiful color 
choices they have available which keep me from having to mix 

my own - I absolutely love that!" 

 

To Purchase This Set 
www.JerrysArtarama.com 
Search: Ginger Thomas 

 

http://www.jerrysartarama.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ginger Thomas Deluxe Set of 10 LUKAS CRYL 
Studio Acrylics 125ml, Mimik Hog Professional 
Synthetic Hog Bristle Brush Sets & Paramount 
Professional Canvas 
 
1 of each color in LUKAS CRYL Studio 125ml tube: 
Titanium White, Beige, Prussian Blue, Phthalo Blue, 
Turquoise, Yellow Ochre, Iron Oxide Black, Metalic 
Gold, and Artic. Steel Blue comes in a 250ml bottle 
 
 
Mimik Hog Brush Sets:  
One Mimik Hog four-piece Round Set includes sizes 1, 
2, 4 & 8 
One Mimik Hog four-piece Bright Set includes: sizes 1, 
2, 4 & 8 
One Mimik Hog three-piece Flat Set includes sizes 2, 6 
& 8 
One Mimik Hog three-piece Filbert Set includes sizes 
2, 6 & 8 
 
Paramount Professional Canvas:  
One Paramount 11/16in deep 16x20" pro canvas 

To Purchase This Set 
www.JerrysArtarama.com 

Search Ginger Thomas 
 

http://www.jerrysartarama.com/


About Mimik Hog Professional Synthetic Hog Bristle Brushes: Mimik Professional Synthetic Hog Brushes are the 
one and only brush you need for acrylic painting. They may be used for the heaviest acrylic paint and the thinnest 
watercolor or ink thin colors!  

• Professional Brushes 
• Multi-filament hair design soaks up color--bristles load and release both thin and thick paint in 

controlled strokes  
• Seamless, reinforced dual-crimp nickel-plated brass ferrules have been electroplated in stain-resistant 

black finish 
• Beautifully balanced, long lacquered wood handles 
• Easier to clean than natural hair bristles 
• Holds alot of color 
• Great brushes for watercolor and thin media 

 

 

 

Paramount 11/16" Professional Cotton Stretched Canvas: Paramount canvas is 12oz. triple primed weight and can 
take heavy textural buildups with less sagging than other canvases. Get a Professional canvas at Jerry's affordable 
prices. Better canvas for better results 

• Professional Cotton Canvas 
• 12oz. primed weight / 7oz. unprimed 
• 11/16" Deep 
• Unbleached, 100% cotton canvas 
• Triple-primed with acid-free titanium white acrylic primer 
• Medium tooth surface 
• Back-stapled to allow for keying or re-stretching (keys included) 
• 4 paintable edges 
• Frameless presentation 

 

 



 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



Learn More About Professional Artist 
Ginger Thomas 
 

Ginger Thomas Studios – Click Here 
Videos – Click Here 
Instagram -  @ginger.thomas  
Facebook – Click Here 
Contact Her – Click Here 

  
https://www.gingerthomasstudios.com/ 

These specially curated signature sets using LUKAS CRYL Studio Acrylics and the deluxe set including Mimik Hog Synthetic Brushes and the 
Paramount Professional Cotton Canvas are handpicked by the artist and available for purchase only online @JerrysArtarama.com 

 
“Use only the best art materials, for the best outcome!” 

 
https://www.jerrysartarama.com 

https://www.gingerthomasstudios.com/
https://www.gingerthomasstudios.com/
https://www.gingerthomasstudios.com/pages/workshops
https://www.instagram.com/ginger.thomas/
https://facebook.com/gingerthomasstudios
https://www.gingerthomasstudios.com/form/contact-me
https://www.gingerthomasstudios.com/
https://www.jerrysartarama.com/annie-stegg-artist-signature-charvin-fine-oil-sets

